Thinking and ethics, 15 cp

A. Classical philosophy on ethics and thinking, VT18

PhD course, 5 cp

1. Pláton: Apologia Sokratos, Eythýphron, Charmides, 14 March, 10.15-12.00, 1406
2. Pláton: Ménón, Protagóras, 27 March, 10.15-12.00, 1406
3. Pláton: Theaítetos, Politeía, 26 April, 10.15-12.00, 1406
4. Aristotéles: Nicomachean ethics, 17 May, 10.15-12.00, 1406

Sofoklés: Antigône

Each student: 1) writes a summary and commentary on the literature, 500 words min, and sends it two days before each seminar to all participants, 2) makes a ten-minute presentation at each seminar, 3) participates actively in the discussion, 4) after the last seminar each student writes an essay which examines critically the literature, 2000 words min.

B. Modern philosophy on ethics and thinking, HT18

PhD course, 5 cp

1. I. Kant: Groundwork of the metaphysic of morals
3. A. Camus: The myth of Sisyphus
4. H. Arendt: Responsibility and judgment

Shakespeare: King Lear or Dostoyevsky: The brothers Karamazov

C. Psychology on ethics and thinking, HT18

PhD course, 5 hp

1. J. Piaget: The moral judgment of the child
2. L. Kohlberg: The just community approach to moral education in theory and practice
3. A. Bandura: Influence of social reinforcement & J. L. Gewirtz: The learning of moral behavior

Modiano: La place de l'Étoile